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ABSTRACT

The viable theories already proposed to explain polar ozone holes generally fall into two

main categories, namely, chemical theories and dynamical theories. In both of these categories,

polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) are taken as part of the essential basis. Besides, all the dynamical

theories are based upon temperature changes. Since formation of the PSCs is highly teinperalure-

dependent, it has been concluded from recent research (e.g. see Kawahira and Hiraoka) thai tem-

perature changes are a cause, not aresult of ozone depletion in polar regions. On this basis, formu-

lations are developed that represent short-term and long-term temperature variations in the polar

regions due to natural processes. These variations, which are confined to a limited area around each

pole, include specific oscillations with periods ranging from ~ 2 years up to ~ 218, 597 years. Po-

lar ozone variations are normally expected to be influenced by these temperature oscillations. It

is, therefore, apparcni that the generally decreasing trend observed in mean October ozone column

at Halley Bay (76°S, 27° W) from 1956 up to 1987 is mostly caused by the decreasing phase of a

combination of two natural temperature oscillations, one with a period of ~ 70-80 years and the

other with a period of ~ 160-180 years. Contributions of other natural temperature oscillations are

also mentioned and briefly discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The springtime ozone hole over Antarctic was discovered in 1985 by Ferman et al. 11 ]
from ground-based speclrophotometer measurements and shortly thereafter confirmed by satellite
global ozone data |2 | . Turco et al, | 3 | have reported existence of relatively shallower ozone hole
over the Arctic (luring late winter and early spring, and noted that the same physical and chemical
processes that cause springtime ozone reduction over the Antartic also take place yearly over the
Arctic.

A number of theories have been proposed to explain the polar ozone holes, and an exten-
sive review of these Iheories has been given by Solomon [4J. All the viable theories may be lumped
into two categories, namely, chemical theories and dynamical theories [5]. Two important points
are worth mentioning regarding these theories. Firstly all the dynamical theories are designed to
operate partly but essentially on the basis of temperature variations [4],J6]. Secondly workability
of both the dynamical theories and the chemical theories critically depends on the existence of po-
lar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) whose formation is highly temperature-dependent [51,(7]. In fact,
temperature and PSCs are so significantly correlated that the former may acceptably be used as a
proxy for the latter [8], It is not surprising, therefore, that polar ozone depletion has been widely
correlated with temperature [9],[ 10),[l 11,(12] and that temperature variations have been considered
as a cause, not a result of the accompanying ozone changes [13].

In the next section, we assume (on the basis of the account given above) that temperature
variations in the polar regions are indicators of corresponding ozone variations therein and then
generate mathematical expressions which represent short-term as well as long-term natural tem-
perature variations in those regions. Periodicities are deduced from the mathematical expressions
and compared with results of analyses of past records from the Antarctic and Arcticregions. Finally
relevant conclusions are made on both the variability and main causes of the polar ozone holes.

2. ANALYSIS

Let Fr(t,4>) represent natural stratospheric temperature at latitude ^ and time (such that
0 < t < T, It can be shown (see Njau [I4|,[15|,| I6|) that for <j> > 65 °N or S, Fr(t,4>) takes the
following form:

FT{t,4>) =oi
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where

an = coefficient term for n > 1,

e - constant component of solar energy incident upon the region involved,

N = positive integer,

fk(i) = k"1 time-variable component of solar energy incident upon the region involved.

Now if B = 24 hours, u>oi = 2 « radians per day, um = ^ radians per day, A = a
certain latitude-dependent term, A, and u , are the amplitude and radian frequency, respectively, of
the seasonal influence on the sunrise-sunset duration, and 1> = j + f̂ sin(w,j), then D(tt <j>) takes
the following form:
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where
H =

T,

is a latitude-dependent parameter and <fo is the latitude at which A, = \B. For full derivation of
Eq.(l), seeRefs, 1141,(15],[16],fl7],[18]. As <f> approaches 90° (i.e. at or sufficiently close to the
poles), the variations represented by Frit, 4>) a r e fairly symmetrical about the pole in question, and
may at times take the form of a "hole" or a "hump" centred at the particular pole. The variations at
the .south pole are not necessarily expected to be in phase with those at the north pole.

Obviously FT{t,4>) is simply a power series of 1 + \ £ £ , , fk(t)\eD(t,4>), the tat-
ter representing a complex amplitude-modulated waveform whose currier signal (represented by
eD(t, ij>)) is wideband and variable both in time and frequency. Mostly due to this variability,
Fr{t,tl>) is inevitably characterized by "fold-over distortions" (as detailed in Njuu |19|) which
give rise to significant oscillations at periods approximately equal to 1.8 -2.4 years, 11 years, 70-KO
years, 160-180 years, 360 years, and others. We shall hereinafter refer to these periods simply as
"theoretically calculated or (TC) periods". Indeed all the TC periods have been detected in past
temperature records from polar regions 110, 20,21,22). On the basis of the noted relationship be-
tween temperature and ozone depletion in polar regions, it is expected that variations in polar ozone
would display the significant periodicities reflected by



Before looking at recorded ozone variations at polar regions, let us briefly look at recorded

ozone variations at non-polarregions. As can be deduced from Ei).(l) or its counterpart for tj> < 65°

114[, the 11-year solar cycle is expected to amplitude-modulate annual and/or quasi-biennial tem-

perature (and hence oz.one) variations as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 in the case of temperature. Note

ihat the nodes or lows in the temperature envelope Jo not necessarily coincide exactly with sunspirt

minima or maxima as previously thought [23]. Note that the relatively large temperature changes

in Fig.1 which coincide with nodes and extend beyond the general envelope shown in discontin-

uous lines are caused by overmodulation distortions 114]. Figs. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) show plots of

ozone variations at Samoa (14.2°S, 170.6°E), Darwin (12.5°S, 13O.8°E) and Bracknell (M.26°N,

O.45°W), respectively. As evident even by the naked eye, the ozone variations in Fig.3(a) display

amplitude modulations (comparable to those in Fig.l) with an antinode approximately coinciding

with the 1979/80 sunspot peak. The amplitude modulations in Fig.3(b) are comparable to those in

Fig.2, and have a modulated envelope whose high occurs at about 1970, only 1 year away from

the 1969 sunspot peak. The modulation envelope in Fig.3{c) displays an antinode approximately

coinciding with the 1979/80 sunspot maximum as well as clear varialions at a period of about 6

years. The latter period, which has also been detected in United Kingdom rainfall variations 124]

appears to be a harmonic of Ihe 11-year solar signal. All these observations strongly point towards

possible influence of the 11-year solar cycle on non-polar ozone variations as implied by theory

Coming IO polar regions, we start by noting that oscillations at periods 78 years, 181

years and 350 years have been detected in past proxy temperature records for Greenland 12fi].

All the three periods are approximately equal to some TC periods, and should, according to theory

114],[ 181,| 25], also exist over the Antarctic. The oscillations at periods 78 years and 181 years were

so dominant that a combination of them yielded a smooth curve lhat fitted well onio the records

[211. On the basis of the 78-year oscillation, this smooth curve shows a major minimum at about ihe

year 1940 (whose existence has been confirmed independently (271) and another one at about 2020,

both of which are separated by a major maximum at about 1980. Associated theory shows lhat,

aside from phase and amplitude differences, temperature variations at both the south and north polar

regions should have fairly similar periods [14j,[ 18],[25|. This implies that temperature and hence

ozone varialions over the Antarctic are expected to incorporate oscillations at the TC periods and

more specifically at ihe periods of ~ 11 years, 78 years, 181 years and 350 years already detected

in the north polar regions.

Laitetal. [8| have detected the TC period at ~ 1.8-2.4 years inoznne measurements over

the Antarctic. A visual inspection of Fig.4 apparently shows lhat the interannual or quasi-biennial

variations in lotal ozone over the Antarctic display some amplitude modulations comparable to

those in Fig.l with one node at aboul the year 1971 (~3 years after the 1969 sunspot peak) and

another one at about 1983 (~3 years after the 1979/80 sunspot peak). Now if we assume that

the general (long-ierm) trend of the ozone variations in Fig,4 is dominantly dictated by a long-

period sinusoid and ihen fit a smooth sinusoidal curve through the data points in the figure, we

find lhat the most fitting sinusoid is one with a period of ~ 78 years, peak-to-peak amplitude of

about 157 Dobson units, maxima approximately in ihe years 1960 and 2038, as well as a minimum

approximately in the year 1999. The maximum at around the year 1960 coincides with an already

obsL'rved minimum in snow accumulation at the soulh pole ]29|. On the basis of the account given

earlier in this section, the 78-year temperature oscillation over north polar regions is out of phase by

aboul 92" with the 78-year temperature and ozone oscillation deduced for the Antarctic. Thus while

the Antarctic is presently heading towards a temperature minimum expected in about the year 1999,

the currently relatively warmer north polar regions, having passed through a temperalure maximum

only 10 years ago, are presently cooling down to the next temperature minimum which is expected

in aboul the year 2020.

In a nutshell, the preceding analysis implies that the ozone variations observed over the

Antarctic and other polar regions are mostly caused by natural processes. This view is consistent

with some earlier observations [22],[33j. These natural processes are dictated by natural factors

such as solar activity, the earth's spinning motion, nonlinearities in the earth-atmosphere system,

volcanic aerosols and HC1, production of bromoform due to the decay of marine red benthic algae,

and rapid vaporization of comets [14],[22|,[25]. Of course some ozone varialions due lo anthro-

pogenic factors, such as chlorofluorocarbons and nitric oxides, are also expected. These variations,

which are largely studied through models ]34J,[35] are superimposed upon those caused by natural

processes.

3. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the existence of polar ozone holes and associated variations may

be explained in terms of natural processes, as indicated by earlier publications [22],[33!. It is

particularly shown that temperature and hence ozone variations in polar regions are expected to

incorporate oscillations at periods approximately equal to 1.8 - 2.4 years, ~ 11 years, 70-80 years,

160-180 years, 360 years, and others. Analysis of past records for polar regions have identified

significant oscillations at periods 1.8-2.4 years, ~ 11 years, 78 years, 181 years and 350 years.

Among these proven oscillations, the two oscillations at periods 78 years and 181 years appeared

most dominant. Our analysis has shown lhat the 78-year oscillation for the north polar regions

is out of phase by ~ 92° with its couterpart for the Antarctic. Besides, the generally decreasing

trend noted in total ozone over the Antarctic since about 1957 is mostly due to the corresponding

influence of the decreasing phase of Ihe 78-year oscillation over the Antarctic.
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Figure Captions

F;ig. 1 A plot of monthly mean (15.00 local lime) air temperature al Tabora (5°5'S\ 32°50'B)

from 1952 up lo 1989 (solid line). The latter is amplitude-modulated to form a modulated

envelope represented by discontinuous lines. Locations of sunspot minima are shown by

arrow-headed lines.

Fig.2 A plot of monthly mean air temperature at Kigoma (4°53 'S ,29°38 'E) from 1961 up

to 1989 (solid line). The latter is subjected to variations that effectively shape it into a

wavy envelope which has been sketched using discontinuous lines. Locations of sunspot

minima are shown by arrow-headed lines.

Rg.3 (a) Time series of anomalies in monthly mean total ozone values measured at Samoa

(14.2°S, 17O.fi°E). The anomaly is defined as the monthly value minus the long-term

mean for the appropriate month of the year. The ordinate is labelled in Dobson Units.

The results plotted are smoothed with a five-month running mean. The arrows point to

the value for each January (After Hamilton [30]).

(b) As in (a), but for ozone observations at Darwin (12.5°S, 13O.8°E).

(c) Monthly mean ozone column for Bracknell (51.26°N, 0.45°W) from 1969 up to 1985

(solid line). The latter is clearly amplitude-modulated to form u modulated envelope

which is plotted using discontinuous lines. (The solid line plotting has been derived

from Simmons [31]).

Fig.4 October monthly mean total ozone measurements over Halley Bay (76 °S, 27°W) in the

Antarctic: plusses are Dobson measurements, boxes are Nimbus 4 BUV measurements

from 1970 to 1972 and Nimbus 7 SBUV measurements from 1979 to 1986. After Row-

land and Isaksen [32].
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